Mornington Crescent Junction
(Cobden Junction)
Public Consultation

This consultation leaflet provides proposals on the next phase of the
Camden Town Project at the southern part of Camden High Street
and the junction by Mornington Crescent Station sometimes known as
Cobden Junction. This area is the joint responsibility of Transport for
London and Camden Council. As a local resident or business, this is your
opportunity to let us know what you think.

Camden Town Project
Camden Council, Transport for London and Camden Town Unlimited (the
Business Improvement District) have developed the Camden Town Project
to make the key streets in the area safer and more attractive to use.
Camden Town is one of London’s most well-known areas. It is home
to a vibrant and diverse local community, as well as a thriving economy
with a focus on arts, music and design. Cobden junction is one of the
areas identified for improvement in the Camden Town Project. The project
is part of a wider regeneration initiative which aims to generate new
business and employment opportunities in Camden Town.
The first phase of improvements in the northern part of Camden High
Street and the main junction by Camden Town Station have now been
completed.
The project is funded by the Mayor for London through the Mayor’s
Regeneration Fund which aims to support long term economic growth.
Contributions to the project have also been provided by Camden Town
Unlimited, Transport for London and Camden Council.

Project development
Key objectives of the project are to improve the existing public space
(currently in the middle of the street) and pavements, to provide better
crossings for pedestrians and to make the area better for cyclists. The
existing public space includes the Cobden statue and the Prisoner of War
memorial and is surrounded by busy traffic lanes.
As part of the project
development, creating a new
space on the western side
of Camden High Street was
considered. See image on right:
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The traffic impact of this option (above) was assessed and would have led
to a significant increase in congestion and unacceptable delays to buses
and general traffic. Therefore creating a public space on the east side was
looked at and found to have a more acceptable impact on traffic with only
slightly longer queues than now.
Public space relocated to east side of street
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The design concept (left) provided
direct and simple pedestrian
crossings as well as a safer
junction layout for cyclists. These
improvements could not be fully
achieved with the new public space
on the west side.
The east side of the road also gets
more sunlight than the west meaning
trees will grow better and making it
more pleasant for people on foot.
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What the junction looks like now

The issues
•	The public space and footways lack many places to sit, trees and
cycle parking even though there is a lot space available. In the middle
of the junction is a large public space with the Cobden Statue and
Prisoners of War memorial but it is not well used as it is difficult to
get to. This space is unpleasant as it is surrounded by traffic and can
attract antisocial behaviour.
•	The junction is in the Camden Town Conservation area and currently
does not provide a pleasant setting for several heritage assets such
as the Cobden Statue, Koko’s and Mornington Crescent station.
•	The pedestrian crossings across the junction are not direct and can
be confusing. It can take pedestrians several minutes to get where
they want across the junction even though distances are short.
• On the west side of Camden High Street the pavement is narrow.
•	The junction can be intimidating for pedestrians and cyclists.
Although accidents at and around the junction are relatively low
there have been several collisions involving pedestrians or cyclists in
the last three years. The simplification of the junction should help to
reduce accidents.
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Our proposals
•	Create a large, attractive and easily accessible public space on the east
side of Camden High Street.
•	The new public space would include improved lighting, carefully designed
seating and improved settings for the Richard Cobden statue and
Prisoners of War memorial (both will be carefully moved from their current
locations). A series of rounded spaces containing trees and benches is
proposed for the new space on the east side.
•	Remove northbound traffic from the east side of Camden High Street
(traffic would be diverted around the new public space).
•	The footway on the west side of Camden High Street would increase
from approximately 3 metres to over 6 metres wide and be populated
with new trees.
•	The footway outside Mornington Crescent underground station would
increase from 6 m to 10 m wide.
•	Safer, quicker and simpler pedestrian crossings.
•	Improved cycle lanes and facilities through the junction.
•	Dual use loading and taxi rank facility, providing kerbside loading during
the day and a taxi rank at night.
•	Cycle parking provided at convenient locations.
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Plan of proposals
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Cycling
Camden Council and Transport for London are committed to providing
high quality cycling facilities in Camden Town. As part of the design
work a west to east cycle route from Mornington Crescent/Hampstead
Road to Crowndale Road was explored. It was found this would require
additional traffic signals and for all traffic to be stopped for a short period
to allow cyclists to progress safely through the junction. The traffic impact
of these changes was assessed and led to unacceptable delays to buses
and general traffic.
The proposed layout has been designed to allow a west to east cycle
lane in the future if conditions change. In addition, alternative options for
providing a west to east link are being explored at both Delancey Street /
Pratt Street and Oakley Square.

Please read the leaflet carefully and fill in the questionnaire and
return by 1 October 2013. You can either do this online by going
to camden.gov.uk/consultation. Or you can complete the
questionnaire which came with this leaflet and return to this address:
Transport Strategy, FREEPOST RSLT-RJBR-TXAA, London
Borough of Camden, Town Hall, London, WC1H 9JE.
Please note only ONE reply per household, business or organisation
will be accepted. You must give your postal address if you want us to
consider your views.
If you would like further information please contact Transport Strategy
on 020 7974 2629 or email anthony.bailey@camden.gov.uk
We expect to make a decision by the end of the year.
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Artist impression of proposals
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